
I found that there are basically 2 types of charts: one has everything in it and 
they just need to follow whats already there and the other is a huge lot is there
on one side and another side is completely missing. Yours is the second type. 
You have an overwhelming amount of Drive and determination to succeed, 
amount of tools at hand, outside help and good self esteem as well, many 
things that others lack and would love to have. On the other side certain 
qualities are very weal in your chart, like the willingness and ability to express 
yourself, showing yourself as example and the way to handle and treat women 
well. As the latter is missing pretty completely, you need to develop them from
scratch, grow these qualities from the very seed. In a way this is more difficult 
than those people with a theme they just need to follow, because they already 
have a sense what  to follow which is the correct one, people like you or me 
have to develop qualities they have no real idea what these are about.  

The motto of your chart i would phrase with the words of Bernhard of 
Clairvaux:
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„Praesis ut prosis, non ut imperes“ 
„Be first to serve, not to rule“

Or put another way: you have the rare chart of potential to become a real hero
and i dont mean the Rambo III type. A true hero follows his way while yielding 
to the higher law. Nobody necessarily needs to know the inside of a real hero 
and he wouldnt bother anyway. Besides that, its the chart of a warrior. Start to 
see and believe in the good things on Earth, dont just see the evil stuff! Evil 
people are not your match, just your assignment or challenge. While leading, 
yield to the leading principle. Serve.

In your case big Metal Geng is the (only) way you need to go. There are few 
charts with this singlesidedness or clearness of where to go.

Geng Metal equals White Tiger. You were born a hot Red Tiger, i think it is 
about to transform to a chilled White Tiger. White Tiger lives in Siberia and by 
my knowledge is the biggest cat recent on Earth and the most dangerous 
raptor of any of them all. Strong and fierce and able to endure extreme 
climates. The species left the Woods for the ice desert, quite remarkable. A 
tigers mind cannot be broken, perhaps only hypnotised for some time. Other 
than that, a cat always stays in the moment, a rare form of focus. Like this he
never looses track. When he acts, he acts quickly, without remorse and 
decisive. I also remember from a class of Dr. Wu that white cat is the most 
auspicious and a messenger from Heaven or the Moon. 

Geng stands for big metal objects like construction machinery and devices, big 
cars and trucks, the Heaven itself, movement with direction and focus, and
Geng Metal is like the big sword or the huge axe, main ideas are (self)control, 
justice, order and discipline, the law of the King and the Heaven, decisiveness, 
truthfulness and directness while at the same time being open, tactful, polite 
and just. Geng metal never shies away or flees the battlefield, never deploys 
crafty schemes, never hides in the shadows, never follows some type of 
personal justice or code of ethics. So car and movement, getting big things 
done by movement of a principle (thats the idea of a machine) is beneficial 
towards the owner. Beneficial forms for example are: big metal structures, 
metal colours white and gold, subduing to army like hierarchy with the 
intention to serve a higher means or principles by subduing to general order, 
concentration of mind, metallic sounds like Gongs etc., the NorthWest, male 
Gods, true heroes, perhaps even going for a club which is dedicated to driving 
huge tanks around might be beneficial, i heard they have some clubs like this 
in the US. The idea is not to suppress the Wood qualities you have in 
abundance (see below), but to transform your mind towards serving a higher 
principle by the rules and laws of that higher principle. With these rescue 
teams you lead for example, you are on a prime good way.

The way of Geng Metal is also your way to go through this Life.
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Detrimental forces are Wood and Water and these should be avoided. Wood 
besides being actual wood and forests stands for growth and expansion and 
exerting control over people by force, also for high ideas the owner believes in 
and tends to use as a base for a selfish type of righteousness. Wood gets cut 
by Metal, see notes above: developing concentration and subduing to higher 
principles is key here. Owner also has high flaming spiritual ideas and lots of 
helpers, also should be highly psychic. The Power of the Wood is very strong in
the chart and needs to be curbed! Following spiritual ideas without developing 
personal discipline of the mind will actually lead into the opposite direction, 
because if followed this way, owner is likely to become either a fanatic or a 
hypocrite. Cannot stress it enough: cultivation of the discipline of the mind is 
the singlemost important key to this chart. Must learn to see the bigger prongs
holding the universe together than just his individually skewed taste for 
righteousness or any type of morals.

Water besides actual water for the owner means wealth, money, riches, 
women. All these tend to be very treacherous or dangerous towards the 
horoscope owner. But the role of water is a mixed bag, because the chart is dry
and hot and the water is able to cool the chart a little, taking away the 
pressure of the spiritulally felt drive and burden. But its always a difficult 
relation between these two. Again, funneling this energy into cultivation and 
focus of his own concentration will benefit the owner greatly. Get the balance 
between fulfilling your own cause and not hurting that Water, because thats 
what you do naturally without thinking or intent. Women and money tend to be
hurt by you and therefore they fight back in retaliation. Its like drops of water 
which accidentally landed under the boiling pot, making little or big steam 
eruptions and pops all the time, its unnerving.  That being „unnerved“ needs to
be contained with focus. Key here is to gain back personal focus. The entire 
chart revolves about the idea of gaining individual focus. Means to do this are 
eg to establish fixed routines like doing 1h of sword Qi Gong every morning 
and then afterwards sitting down for another hour to translate or write stuff 
every day. Get into a routine and press yourself to follow it for gaining 
concentration. This done in a strict german type of discipine. Start pressing 
hard on yourself and the pressure from outside will loose its weight and 
impact. This chart is all about you mastering your own pressure. You tend to 
press others for peak performance like you do to yourself, sway the weight 
towards pressing yourself. By doing this you will gather the strength to handle 
all your overpowering internal drive. This drive you have is quite exceptional 
and uncommon, its  great task with even greater potential rewards. Geng 
sword needs a clear cut way of movement, the impact needs to be precise, 
decisive and crushing. You need to develop the sharp edge to decide between 
right and wrong under the principles of universal ethics. Develop that axe to 
cut down your own Wood, so to make something usable out of it.

The type of Geng Metal which is beneficial to the owner is to be seen and 
noticed, so perhaps establishing a sword show with the owner as the or one of 
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the artists could be a good idea, anything which will get the owner noticed for 
his straightness, exertion of self control, as well as submission under a higher 
law, as well as an image and example for others of what is possible once the 
mind is tamed and molded into something useful. Mold your mind as the smith 
would mold a sword. 
EG think of yourself as a small boy looking at yourself 40 years older 
performing on the swordplay stage and inspiring awe and the desire to achieve
sth alike for yourself, like becoming a great sword fighter. Danger for deviation 
here is Water: money, adoration of women, getting lazy because of the 
admiration and the views and expectations of others. Universal righteousness 
is more important than fandom, falling for fandom of others will directly lead to
loosing your focus because the admirers will tend to inflate your sense for 
individual righteousness and destroy your focus. Focusing on the welfare of the
nation is more auspicious for you than focusing on the welfare of single people 
or persons. Go for the big picture. A stance or inclination of a hero. 

Body, character and Life challenges:
Basically benevolent, but with a strong edge to do things and aquire results by 
forcing ones will on it. Very strong sense of righteousness, yet the type of 
righteousness may be rooted in an individual base, not necessarily matches 
the common sense of righteousness shared by the general public. Tendency to 
go against the grain due to individual reasons. Lots of drive, will never ever 
give up or in. Learn to be more diplomatic. Able to lead people under a greater
cause, will have lots of competition throughout life but also help as well.  Has 
ability to lead people like an Officer engaged on the battlefield, leads by 
courage and displaying the values he fights for himself. People doing his tasks 
should be treated like soldiers and given clear rules of conduct to follow, unite 
your army under a general greater cause! The main strife in life is to put 
himself under the rule of universal ethics or put another way to yield to the 
laws set by Heaven. Biggest challenge in Life is to withstand the urge to setup 
and follow a personally or individually setup code of ethics. Because of 
immense internal drive never can sit still. Likes to be flattered. Cultivation of 
concentration and focus is key here. All movement towards any singlesided 
type of truth and order will result to a detrimental effect to the owner of the 
horoscope. Person will be seen and noticed his entire life, is like a huge 
mountain standing tall surrounded by chains of supporting mountains under 
the sunlight. Life is full of hard work. The personal and individual views need to
be subdued and perhaps altered towards and for the benefit of these higher 
principles. Any deviation from this, like trying to press ones own rules upon 
people will result in fierce opposition and alienation from the people he leads 
as well as the empowerment of his common opposition and foes. 

Person is tall and thin. High flaring spirit, great amount of spiritual ideas and 
drive, danger of becoming haughty or fanatical with entertaining or holding up 
spiritual ideas. Cannot sit still, needs to move and have action. Knows exactly 
whats right or wrong for or to him, quite uncompromising to the point of being 
opinionated or prejudgemental. Let go of that. Very decisive, gets his goals 
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accomplished. Can lead people and has lots of friends and competition as well 
at the same time. 
Women: give way and circumvent them to avoid problems. Women engaged 
are always pretty or beautiful. Women in general inauspicious. Perhaps better 
to have girlfriends only, marriage probably not auspicious. By developing 
concentration, righteousness should be developed at the same time. Going 
celibate may be an extreme measure, but in this extreme setup of the chart 
may also be adequate. Yet dont become fanatical with it, sexual desire is the 
strongest emotional force and with that much fire in the chart probabilty of 
high sexual base drive is big.
Potential illnesses: knee, eyes, backbone, limbs, heart, top of the head, blood
related and inflammation type illnesses, may have sickness of the surface of 
eyes and head, left eye weaker than right eye. 

Ability to to study and learn is above average but meeting with concentration 
issue, also capable teachers are available, can achieve a lot when pursuing 
learning. Is highly competitive. Thinks of an idea then will straight away act on 
it, hesitation is not a word in the vocabulary. Hard to lead a steady life, but can
achieve high skill and rank in the arts and spiritual fields. Bold, attractive, can 
endure humiliation other would break under, no smooth career, likes to win, 
doesnt like to hear negative things about self, impatient, forgetful, extreme 
personality, has bad luck frequently, unlikely to have sexual compatibility with 
women, probably not faithful towards wife or girlfriend, harsh and burning to 
girlfriends and women, yet potential spouse is good, unreasonable behaviour 
within relationship, no happy marriage, lonely life, wants to talk and open up 
but cant, charismatic but elusive character, lots of ups and downs in life yet 
general life good, calculative, solitary especially towards old age, likes to move 
a lot. The further away from birth area the more successful, strong sense of 
justice and responsibility, curageous, risk taker, indulges in self improvement, 
has overwhelming success in pioneering endeauvours, can achieve rank in the 
martial arts, moved out from parents early, unstable focus in business and 
career, affinity with siblings is weak, between 16 and 37 many obstacles, again
from 49 onwards, weak affinity to children, perhaps better not to have 
children, not understood by parents, unable to settle the mind, unable to 
focus, doesnt like to take orders, frank and direct in expression, dislikes evil 
and can level up, very quick and decisive reactions, can teach, high ambitions, 
great personal changes at middle age (48-68), should lead alone but not sided 
by partners of same rank or title, clever with words but using cutting remarks, 
strong sexual desire, not faithful in partnership, but easily jealous, serious 
approach to romance, big personal development around middle age, can 
become successful then, person likely to enjoy longetivity.

Moving through the cycles of Destiny
Destiny, according to chinese metaphysics, is moving in sets of ten year cycles,
so called Luck Pillars (LP). Your first LP started at age 8 in year 1994. from 
then on, every ten years a new chapter in the book of your life is being opened
and the events within these ten years will have some common theme, the 
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individual years bringing the specific characteristic events. I´ll try and figure 
out what might have been and might be the key events and their respective 
themes between 2014 to 2023, like i already did with the relationship issue 
back in year 2012.

LP 2014 until 2023: DingYou, Fire Rooster 

2014: JiaWu, Wood Horse
A year of high flaring ideas and ideals. Excessive drive to „conquer“ the world 
and exert ones own righteousness upon it. Probably even to the extent of 
feeling like being sent by some higher force to fix and burn all evil things on 
this world. Danger of being flattered from outside and kind of dictatorial 
approach to tell others whats right and wrong or what to do and what not, like 
with missionary zeal. Lots of help from the outside world, yet still running into 
a „fixed wall“. Person cant get his true feelings out, feels alone and 
misunderstood. Peak of this mindset probably occurred some time in October 
of that year, bringing up some kind of „same competition“ or competition from 
the same side of the field, very much to the startlement of the owner, resulting
in some kind of collapse of the previous outlook on the world and suddenly 
discovering barriers which have its roots in the hot fiery desire to cleanse the 
world by force of mind or spirit. Person went so extremely fast, almost got 
carried out of the curve. Perhaps eye or blood related disease due to the very 
hot and burning mindforce?

2015 YiWei, Wood Ram
Probably a year of conflict with authorities or superiours or old men. Own 
confusion of whats right and whats wrong. Thoughts revolve around the topic 
of spiritual questions all the time. Personal feelings hurt, but nobody knows or 
takes notice, because it is hidden. Again, lots of help from the outside, yet may
not have been noticed by owner, or even the helpers have been accused of 
being the cause of the trouble. Difficult time. In job life, got a lot accomplished
by using own methods and folowing his own way.

2016 BingShen, Fire Monkey
Spiritual ideas or pressure got even intensified. High drive to change for the 
better. In this year there likely was a significant encounter with a female or 
females, resulting in yet another disappointment, but again kept hidden. Some
serious efforts to gain focus, but only partially successful because that female 
got „in the way“. Like always with women, they tend to try to control you, but 
no slight whiff of a chance, these poor women will all get burned to 
evaporation by your high flaring ideals and totally unyielding and 
uncompromising way of life. I wonder wether you were able to still carry on 
with celibacy that year, because opportunity was there and also your high 
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natural sex drive. Try to develop some compassion with them. A year of great 
psychic insights. 

2017 DingYou year, Fire Rooster
This year was the focus and culmination point of the entire ten year LP theme. 
Outside legal or official forces tried to imprison you, either mentally or real. At 
the same time any attempt to outwit these forces would lead nowhere or 
backfire. Heaven helped you big time this year to deflect and melt the danger.  
Hidden attempts to evade or counter the „legal“ or „authority“ pressure all 
failed. Owner never succumbs or yields to this type of pressure and is smart 
enough to see the danger. There was lots of mental pressure and pain that 
year, but if lessons learned, owner will tend more to mind his own business 
instead of interfering in the affairs of third parties uninvitedly. In a picture: you
never should use a dagger, stay with the sword! Dagger is hidden, Sword is 
visble at first glance. Sword will protect you, your own dagger might be used 
against you. That year, you as a fierce tiger just ate the Rooster trying to 
attack you. In the long term, the experiences of this year would give you a lot 
of mental strength.

2018: WuXu year, Earth Dog
This year you got your army ready to strike and your territory vastly 
expanded. There were many and enough people around you to be directed and
having your orders followed to outstanding success. Spiritual Fire at maximum,
but hidden inside of owner, hard to see from outside. From outside will be seen
as a sole mountain top surrounded by vast chains of supporting mountains 
under the bright sunlight, so many people will perceive your outstanding 
achievements. Some of the internal pressure will be taken from the peers and 
followers of the owner, at the same time competition is fierce and merciless. As
always, owner will press his will upon the world, never smooth, but breaking 
any resistance by force. In that respect, these high ideals are a blessing. Peak 
of achievement probably some time around October or November, there was a 
real challenge successfully masterd only by the help of the spiritual goals of 
the owner, that same incident with someone else could have had that other 
person sent to jail after it happened. This is such a strong chart.

2019 JiHai year, Earth Pig
The mountains block the view of the vast plains, this year you have a chance 
to see the vast plain ahead. This will make you stop and reconsider, eveb to 
the point of being puzzled. While your drive still keeps strong and fervent, it 
will recede more inside of you. There is a high chance for some sort of „silent“ 
competition, either from a real person outside or from conflicting urges or 
drives hidden inside. This most likely might result in self doubt or too much 
suspiciousness. This year, the competition will use shady tactics and try to hit 
you concealed. Way to evade this is to stay in the open, have enough space 
around you to move, have your friends looking for you, never answering 
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deceit or covertness with the same means or actions. With the setup of your 
chart, you must stay in the open and be visible, cannot risk to become bogged 
down in a swamp. This might be due to businesspartners or female 
relationships. Stop listening to flattery or seeking it, it is a sinkhole.
Stay out of any legal conflict and keep your records clean, dont give anyone 
the chance to backstab you with your own dagger, keep things straight, keep 
within the boundaries of the law: this is valid for all years from 2019 to 2023. 
„Official“ forces will have a keen eye on you these next 5 years, beware!

2020 GengZi year, Metal Rat
This year is an interesting one, because it resembles in small the influences of 
the big 10 year LP you will arrive at 2044 or at 48 years old. This is a year of 
chances and simultaneous temptation, meaning a lot of struggle. There is likely
to be more problems with women, although you have good intentions they will 
take it the wrong way, resulting in emotional hurt. The emotional hurt may 
result more on the side of the women, because they are attracted towards your
intensity but have no idea what it really is all about, they tend to 
misunderstand it and the intentions why you behave the way you do. Play as 
fair as you can at all times, it would be easy to exploit them but that would 
turn out in a bad way later. You may get a hint or hue what „focus & 
concentration“ might be about for you, but not yet able to reach it, will slip 
away. Keep the effort, will pay out from 2044 onwards. No matter, keep the 
effort high, this is all about accumulation concentration and will pay off 
eventually. Like as in year 2019, beware of doubtful business partners.

2021 XinChou year, Metal Ox
A very important year. The woman issue from last year will come to a finish, as
usual difficult and as usual go with general ethics to deal with it and not your 
own ethics. 
There is likelyhood that law inforcement of any type will try to go after you. Its
all about your code of conduct over the last years and wether or not you will 
have a clean slate at that year or not. Chances are good that because of your 
good conduct and failing to deliver any bad apples or bad deeds, they cant 
touch you. They will give you the opportunity to learn their rules. Observe 
them well. They will use a fighting technique you need to study but never copy.
Avoid the Northeast that year and put a figurine of a mouse or rat in the Chou 
sector of your house or room. This year will likely be difficult mentally, 
remember this is just a passage on your way. There also might be a tempting 
relationship chance. Overall my thought is the year may become emotionally 
challenging in many ways, but because of your spiritual drive all these 
problems will be conquered in the end towards your benefit. Go for the open 
places, dont let yourself be trapped in the woods. Being in the open is your 
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best defence instead of the psychological inclination to hideaway coming from 
within. Make transparent what you do and what you are about and nobody will 
be able to backstab you. You will still have the help of noblemen, even if that 
help seems to be lacking they are there.

2022 RenYin year, Water Tiger
Your „old self“ will have had enough and try to come back with a vengeance. 
This will be a time you will be inclined to hit back full force in retaliation for the
injustice you perceived being done to you. As Water Tiger is the opposing link 
between Red and White Tiger, you need to be extremely careful with what you 
do. Your mental force compared to the average guy will be enormous, in a 
picture your wood will become so strong it can destroy Metal. My advice is to 
use all the focus you developed the last years to stay inside the boundaries of 
law even though you might have the chance to exert power and control beyond
these limits, because your way and sense of true justice will be tested this way.
Your already gained focus will be tested in a major way. This is a time when 
you will be shown and experience how it is to be at the long side of the stick, 
the way you have been before you encountered in your life how it is to be at 
the short end of the stick and succeeding the maverick way. Dont fall for that 
opportunity to exert personal power and vengeance. Some of your world views
will get shattered, overall there is chance for harm of your emotions, i think 
thats payback to you as well as a huge chance to do it differently than you did 
the last times. In short: learn how to be compassionate under circumstances 
you would be inclined to act cruel. 

2023 GuiMao year, Water Rabbit
Again a year of fierce competition and challenges. This time opposing forces 
will entirely use concealed tactics, you will not see the direction its coming at 
you, resulting in some sort of alienation because you dont know where to 
strike back at. Best way is to avoid trying to blow back at all and concentrate 
on your very most own issues. When outside help seems to have vanished, you
still got your own sword and sword of mind to protect you. Your army will have
shrunk to the core, you will see who is your real friend and who is not in case 
you deny the urge for fandom of others or flattery of others. Avoid that like the
devil does the holy water, or like the chinese say: „Dread public admiration like
the pig dreads the knife of the butcher“. Still carry out your actions in the open
and within the boundaries of the law.
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